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. Introduction

Extracting quasi-periodic features from noisy signals is a com-
on  challenge in the field of biomedical signal processing. To

rack beat-to-beat changes in cardiovascular variables over time,
emplate matching algorithms have evolved [1–3]. A widely used
echnique to determine beat-to-beat changes of QT intervals relies
n homogeneously stretching the ST-T segment of the beat under
onsideration until it matches best a ST-T template [1]. To consider
emporal changes of the QRS complex the time shifting algorithm
as been introduced [2]. The main idea is to construct separate QRS
nd T wave templates and shift them in time to determinate the
T interval. From a physiological point of view, these techniques

ight not be able to capture all morphological changes within the
T interval.
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The description of subtle morphological changes in electrocar-
diograms (ECG) may  yield novel risk factors for cardiac mortality
[4,5], but the low signal to noise ratios imposes practical challenges.
To address these issues, we introduced a technique that adapts one-
dimensional (1D) templates in a two-dimensional (2D) manner,
so-called two-dimensional signal warping (2DSW) in 2014 [3]. A
2D mesh superimposed on the signal, allows subtle segmentation
of the template taking into account inhomogeneous variations of
waveform morphologies.

Several clinical research studies and multiple systematic inves-
tigations have demonstrated the power of 2DSW in applications
related to QT variability (QTV) assessment [6–11]. We  further
proposed a simple formula to correct for the inverse relation-
ship between QTV and T wave amplitude. Using this correction,
predictive value of QTV for all-cause mortality in patients with
non-ischemic cardiomyopathy has been demonstrated [11]. Nev-
ertheless, analysis of long-term ECG recordings showed limitations
of 2DSW to adapt to large shape variations, e.g. caused by circa-

dian rhythm [6]. These limitations in the template adaptation are
mainly due to the fixed 2D mesh segmentation. As a consequence,
we further developed 2DSW, referred to as iterative 2DSW (i2DSW),
to remove these limitations. With respect to the enhancements of
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2DSW, we were faced with the tradeoff between generalization of
he technique for all quasi-periodic signals on the one hand, and
chievement of robust and sensitive results in the application of
TV measurement on the other hand.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 covers a summary
f the 2DSW warping concept published in [3]. The iterative imple-
entation and generalization of 2DSW is introduced in Section 3.

ection 4 applies the iterative 2DSW algorithm to waveform vari-
bility assessment in ECG and QTV evaluation, in particular using
imulated and real data. The results are shown in Section 5. Section
discusses i2DSW in comparison to standard 2DSW and common

lgorithms.

. Warping concept

2DSW [3] aims to adapt a template to a waveform by minimiz-
ng the distance between both. This is realized by superimposing

2D mesh of warping points on the template to be adapted. The
D mesh, the so-called warping grid, is built of NC columns and
R rows. Each intersection defines a warping point Pi with i = 1, 2,
. .,  NP, where NP is the number of warping points in the warping
rid. The area spanned by a quadrangle of four warping points is
alled warping area, denoted as A. Warping points are active warp-
ng points P(1), if at least one of the up to four surrounding areas
ontains part of the template to be adapted. Otherwise, these warp-
ng points are denoted as passive warping points P(0). To modify
he template in A, a 2D shift of one or more adjacent active warp-
ng points is necessary. Each absolute coordinate of the template [x,
] ∈ A has a relative coordinate [x(rel), y(rel)], see Fig. 1. Each relative

osition remains unchanged in the 2DSW deforming process, so
hat all template coordinates [x, y] ∈ Aj with j = 1, 2, . . .,  NA, where
A = (NC − 1) · (NR − 1) is the total number of areas in the warping
rid, belong to an warping area Aj. Thus, a drift of template coordi-

ig. 1. Illustration of the relative position [x(rel) , y(rel)] of an arbitrary point in a non-rectan
enoted as vectors a, b, c and d.
                                  

nates to neighboring areas is not possible. The template adaption
is achieved by minimizing the euclidean distance

d(2n)(Y (1), Y (2)) =

√∑|Y|
l=1

(
y(1)
l

− y(2)
l

)2

|Y|
(1)

between template Y(1) and waveform Y(2) normalized by the sig-
nal length |Y|. The signals Y  are defined as a set of vectors [x, y],
Y = {[x, y]| ∈ R  × R}. X and Y represent the series of x and y values.
To compute d(2n)(Y(1), Y(2)), the domains X(1) and X(2) have to be
identical, otherwise interpolation/resampling is applied. The shift-
ing of warping points underlies two constraints: (1) the functional
character of the template has to be preserved, i.e. each x value
has one single corresponding y value. (2) The maximum of the
two-dimensional shift is restricted in x and y direction. This pre-
vents warping areas from reducing below a given size or cut across
neighboring areas. In the original design 2DSW is implemented by
applying a predefined warping grid to adapt the waveform (further
details are given in [3]). The parameterization of this grid involves
limitations in the deforming process. To remove the limits an iter-
ative 2DSW algorithm is proposed in the following section.

3. Iterative implementation

3.1. Iterative generalization

Iterative two-dimensional signal warping realizes the basic
concept of 2DSW by applying a divide and conquer strategy. By
repeating 2DSW multiple times, starting with a warping grid of
a single warping area A and refining that grid in each iteration

iter, a stepwise template adaption is realized. The refinement of
the warping grid is implemented by dividing each warping area in
subareas, illustrated in Fig. 2. Because macroscopic morphological
adjustments can be made in the first iteration, passive shifting of

gular warping area. Four warping points Pi spawn a warping area. The borders are
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Fig. 2. Iteration schematic of i2DSW exemplary for three iterations. (a) Shows the warping grid with the initialized unwarped ECG template. The warping grid in iteration 1
is  composed of one warping area A1 . After shifting all active warping points P(1)

i
, the number of segments is doubled in each direction in the next iteration. The new warping

grid  for iteration 2 is illustrated in (b). In (c) the adapted warping grid of iteration 2 is shown with the new segment preparation for iteration 3. Active warping points added
i teration are colored in light blue, previously added active warping points are colored in
b on of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
o
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Fig. 3. Illustration of warping point related weighted distance area Ãω calcula-
tion. The warping point under consideration is in the left lower corner. Ã,  i.e. the
area between unadapted template Y(1) and waveform Y(2) is weighted by the two-
dimensional relative distance of each [x, y] ∈ Ã to the considered warping point Pi .
Ãω(x, y) is colored from black (Ãω(x, y) = 1) to white (Ãω(x, y) = 0). (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
n  the new iteration are colored in blue, passive warping points added in the new i
lack,  previously added passive warping points are colored in gray. (For interpretati
f  this article.)

arping points, which occurs in the original 2DSW implementa-
ion is avoided. In contrast, with each iteration the template Y  is
dapted more subtly. The iteration process is denoted as

˙ , Ÿ,  . . .,
(itermax)

Y

here ·, ··, . . .,  itermax denotes the iteration cycle. The final adaption
n the last iteration itermax is termed as Y′. By increasing the num-
er of warping points NP in each iteration, the warping sections of
he template in the warping areas get smaller and can therefore
e adapted more flexibly. To avoid overadaptation two  constraints
re considered. First, the maximum shift s(max)

i
of warping points Pi

hat is allowed in x and y direction, can be adjusted in each iteration.
his is used to prevent warping points from crossing neighboring
arping areas, because the distance to the neighbored area is short-

ning in each iteration. Second, the euclidean distance d(2n) in each
teration cycle

˙(2n), ¨d(2n), . . .,
(itermax)

d(2n)

s monitored. If
(iter)

d(2n) exceeds a predefined threshold from iter to
ter + 1, the iteration procedure is stopped. This aims at reducing
he influence of fluctuations that would deform the warping grid
y adapting small waveform variations that may be predominately
aused by signal noise.

.2. Warping point processing
The basic idea is to shift those warping points first that have
he largest impact. For each warping point the distance between
emplate and waveform is calculated. Next, warping points are
orted by descending distance to obtain a warping point sequence
version of this article.)

S, illustrated in Fig. 3. First, the area Ã between template Y(1) and
waveform Y(2) is calculated as

Ã = { [x, y] ∈ R
2|

y ≥ min(Y(1)(X(1) = x), Y(2)(X(2) = x))∧
y ≤ max(Y(1)(X(1) = x), Y(2)(X(2) = x))∧

x ≥ dx
(

|y − yi|
|yi+Nc − yi|

)
∧

( )}
(2)
x ≤ bx |y − yi+1|
|yi+Nc+1 − yi+1| ,
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here Y(X = x) returns the corresponding y value of the vector
x, y] ∈ Y.

˜ (x, y) =
{

1 |[x, y] ∈ Ã,
0 |[x, y] /∈ Ã. (3)

econd, a weight factor ω for each vector [x, y] is calculated as

(x, y) = (1 − x(rel)) · (1 − y(rel)). (4)

hus, vectors [x, y] close to the warping point under considera-
ion are weighted higher than vectors further away. The weighting
ccounts for the fact that areas closer to the warping points are
tronger affected by displacements of the respective warping point.
y multiplying the area Ã with ω, the weighted distance area
etween template and waveform is given.

˜ω(x, y) = Ã(x, y) · ω(x, y). (5)

or every warping point Pi, the weighted distance is computed as

i =
∑

[x,y] ∈ Ãω

Ãω(x, y). (6)

f the warping grid contains more than one area Aj, Ã is divided into
ifferent areas Ãj by the warping grid. �i is calculated as

i =
∑
j∈Nin

∑
[x,y] ∈ Ãjω

Ãjω(x, y), (7)

here Nin are the indexes of neighbor areas to the warping point Pi.
he sequence of all �i sorted in descending order is the so-called
arping point sequence S. The sequence defines the execution

rder of all warping points Pi.

.3. Algorithmic implementation

The proposed heuristic solution is shown in Algorithm 1. The
euristic procedure does not guarantee optimal matching, but
mpirical analyses suggest the method to produce satisfactory
esults in adequate computational time. To reduce the processing
ime, x and y shifts sx and sy of each warping point Pi are executed
n parallel. Because of the mathematically independent operations,
his has no impact on the algorithmic solution but reduces com-
uting time for CPUs with multiple cores. The 2DSW fast search
ptimization to find the optimal shift si remains unchanged. The
ast search avoids computing all possibilities of shifts to find the
ptimal shift so. By evaluating a grid of 5 × 5 extreme shifts the
ange of s is circumscribed. This procedure is iteratively repeated
o

ntil the range of so cannot be further minimized [3].

lgorithm 1. Heuristic solution to i2DSW

Fig. 4. General scheme of QT variability using i2D
                                  

4. Application to ECG waveform variability assessment

4.1. General framework

The general framework for ECG processing described in [3] was
retained unchained. To reuse implementations of other algorithms
(e.g. biosig toolbox [12]) the general framework is implemented in
MathWorks MATLAB. The mathematical solution is implemented in
C++. Fig. 4 shows the general scheme of QT variability calculation
using i2DSW. The specific adaptions for the iterative generalization
are detailed in the following sections. Briefly, real ECG raw data are
filtered by using a digital butterworth high pass filter (filter order
30, cut-off requency 0.3 Hz). QRS locations are detected by applying
the algorithm by Afonso et al. [13] implemented in the biosig tool-
box [12]. ECG annotations are adjusted by time delay estimation
(TDE) [14]: for each beat i, an aligned beat location tQRS,i is calcu-
lated by optimizing the joint similarity. PT segments that contain
the entire waveform of a cardiac cycle are extracted respective to
Eq. (8), introduced in Section 4.2. The template is constructed by
averaging PT segments of the beats occurring in a window of 100 s
in the first 30 min  of a record. By searching for the 100 s window
with the most similar waveforms, signal quality is considered and
a smooth template is constructed. Fiducial points in the template
are calculated semi-automatically in the template delineation pro-
cedure by applying the method of Laguna et al. [15]. The warping

grid segmentation is linear and initialized with the template in x
and y-direction, starting with one warping area (NA = 1). The num-
ber of areas increases on each iteration cycle, details are descriped
in Section 4.3.

SW. Boxed items indicate processing steps.
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.2. Template definition

Whereas 2DSW was introduced to measure variability in the
T segment of the ecg waveform, i2DSW is applied to the PQ
aveform. Therefore, preprocessing steps i.e. template construc-

ion, template delineation and grid preparation are extended to the
Q segment. Based on Laguna et al. [16] the beat window for beat i

s calculated as

tPon,i = tQRS,i − 370 ms

tTend,i =

⎧⎨
⎩
tQRS,i+1 − 240 ms, R̄R ≥ 720 ms

tQRS,i +
2
3
R̄R, R̄R < 720 ms

, (8)

here tPon,i represents the beginning and tTend,i the end of the PT
egment; R̄R represents the mean RR-interval over all beats, tQRS,i
he QRS location of beat i. Eq. (8) was chosen because it extends the
T window about 200 ms  for the approximated maximum length
f PQ segment [17].

.3. Iteration process

In each iteration cycle the template is adapted more subtly by
efining the warping grid. The segmentation is linear in x- and y-
irection. Starting with one warping area ṄA = 1, the number of
egments in x- and y-direction doubles (iter > 1):

iter)
NA = 2 ·

(
(iter−1)
NC − 1

)
· 2 ·

(
(iter−1)
NR − 1

)
= 4 ·

(iter−1)
NA . (9)

he maximum number of iterations itermax was set to 4. This value
s chosen empirically to allow for template segmentation of i2DSW

(4)
NA = 64

)
that is comparable to that of 2DSW (NA = 28) on one

and and avoid over adaptations on the other hand (the fifth iter-

tion

(
(5)
NA = 256

)
tends to adapt signal noise). Together with the

ast search optimization (see Section 3.3), the limitation of the max-
mum number of iterations itermax ensures the convergence and
ermination of i2DSW.

The higher the iteration cycle, the smaller the expected adapta-
ions. Therefore, and to minimize the progressing complexity, the

aximal shift s(max)
i

is minimized in each iteration cycle as

iter+1)

s(max)
i

= 0.5 ·
(iter)

s(max)
i

, (10)

here i is the specific warping point. For long-term recordings, the
ondition is applied beginning with the second iteration. To con-

ider the convergence of
(iter)

d(2n), the difference �
(iter)

d(2n) and ratio �
(iter)

d(2n)

etween the current and last iteration cycle are calculated as

(iter)

d(2n) =
(iter−1)

d(2n) −
(iter)

d(2n) (11)

(iter)

d(2n) =
(iter)

d(2n)

(iter−1)

d(2n)

. (12)

he parameter value to abort the iteration process before itermax

as been reached is empirically defined as
(iter)

d(2n) ≤

⎧⎨
⎩

0.100 �V/sample iter = 1

0.050 �V/sample iter = 2

0.025 �V/sample iter = 3

(13)
                                   315

and

�
(iter)

d(2n) ≥

⎧⎨
⎩

0.75 iter = 1

0.85 iter = 2

0.95 iter = 3

. (14)

If one of the aborting conditions is met  the iteration process is
aborted.

4.4. QTV quantification

For calculating QT interval QTi of every beat i, iso-electric level
(Isoleveli) estimation and T wave amplitude Ti,amp determination is
necessary. Thereto, time (t) and amplitude (y) coordinates relat-
ing to the end of the P wave (Pend), Q wave (Qonset), the peak of
the T wave (Tpeak) and its end (Tend) are extracted (the Isoleveli is
defined as median value of the ‘flattest’ waveform segment (20 ms)
between tPend,i and tQ,i [18]):

QT i = tTend,i − tQonset,i (15)

Tamp,i = yTpeak,i − Isoleveli (16)

We used the standard deviation of QT intervals (SDQT) to quantify
QTV:

SDQT =

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N∑
i=1

|QT i − Q̄T |2 (17)

4.5. Beat rejection

Automated beat rejection has been applied to exclude unus-
able heart beats from further QTV analysis (rejection criterion [3]
was set to 10% of the median absolute T wave amplitude T̄amp =
median(|Tamp|) [11]). Heart beats, which show insufficient template
adaptation (e.g. spontaneous inversion or biphase of the T wave)
will be excluded by this step from further analysis as well.

4.6. Materials

From ECG extracted QTV is a measure of pathophysiologi-
cal beat-to-beat variations (pathophysiological QTV) and artificial
shape variations (artificial QTV) superimposed by signal noise.
Because pathophysiological QTV is typically subtle, evaluation of
performance considering noise variations is substantial for QTV
accuracy. The quantification of artificial QTV (robustness) is done
by extracting QTV from noisy ECG signals with no pathophysio-
logical QTV. The validation of pathophysiological QTV  (sensitivity)
is done by confirming medical findings. Based on previous results
[3,19] we compared first the robustness and second the sensitivity
of the i2DSW method.

We  considered a simulated ECG dataset Sim for evaluation of
robustness. This dataset has already been used in a comparative
study by Baumert et al. [19]. Where three algorithms, template
stretch [1], template shift [2] and a conventional (derivative)
approach [20] were compared. The outcome showed that tem-
plate based algorithms outperform conventional methods in most
cases. The data provide a good way  to characterize a method’s
behaviour in face of typical problems encountered in QT interval
analysis. In this work, previous results obtained by using 2DSW
and results of the improved i2DSW method are compared to the
results of Baumert et al. [19]. Simulated ECG signals were gener-
ated as described previously [20]. By obtaining a noise-free cardiac

cycle of an ECG (lead II) that was recorded in a healthy 26 years old
volunteer, the ECG was digitized with an A/D board of 12-bit reso-
lution at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The T-wave amplitude AT was
scaled by factor k, where k ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
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Fig. 5. Results obtained with the i2DSW algorithm in comparison to 2DSW and previously published algorithms using simulated ECG with zero QTV [19]. White Gaussian
n ing in
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oise,  baseline wander or sinusoidal amplitude modulation were introduced result

.0}, resulting in 10 cardiac beats with decreasing T-wave ampli-
udes. The 10 cardiac cycles were then repeated 500 times, resulting
n ten synthetic signals with 500 cardiac cycles each, character-
zed by null variability in heart rate and ventricular repolarization
uration, but different T wave amplitudes. Additional distortions,
amely white Gaussian noise, baseline wander or sinusoidal ampli-
ude modulation of ECG, were introduced resulting in a total of 30
ecordings overall. All beats are used for evaluation, beat rejection
s not applied for this dataset.

However, as the artificial data do not comprise physiological
ariations of the QT interval one cannot be able to deduce sen-
itivity from this test. To assess sensitivity, we used a dataset to
easure pathophysiological variations and a clinical trial with cir-

adian variations in QT interval. The PTB Diagnostic ECG Database
TB consists of 79 patients with myocardial infarction (MI) (22
emale, age: 63 ± 12 years; 57 males, age: 57 ± 10 years) and 69
ealthy control subjects (17 females, age: 42 ± 18 years; 52 males,
ge: 40 ± 13 years) included in the Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
esanstalt (PTB) diagnostic ECG database [21]. Standard 12-lead
CGs were recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and a ampli-
ude resolution of 0.5 �V during rest for about 2 min. Previous
tudies reported higher QTV in MI  patients compared to healthy
ubjects [22,6,23,24]. The present work seeks to compare selected
esults published in [22] and [6] to the i2DSW results. We  com-
ared QTV obtained from lead II in MI  patients and healthy controls
ecause significant differences would be expected [24]. Differences
etween MI  patients and healthy controls are assessed by using the
tudent’s t-test.

Thorough QT Study TQT#2 consists of 72 healthy subjects (29
emales, age: 47 ± 8 years; 43 males, age: 40 ± 11 years) of the
-HOL-12-0140-008 dataset from the Telemetric and Holter ECG
arehouse (THEW) repository. ECGs were recorded at a sam-

ling rate of 1000 Hz and a amplitude resolution of 3.75 �V in
2-lead Holter ECG configuration. TQT#2 is a single-dose, random-

zed, placebo-controlled crossover study. Each subject received a
ingle dose of a randomized treatment or placebo. After 60 min
aseline parts (before treatment dosing) a sequence of 23 h of post-
osing is included. By covering 24 h ECG a wide range of heart rates
aused by activity and changes in circadian rhythm is expected
24,6]. Moreover, QT morphology variations have been shown by
rug induction [25]. Because of that, the TQT#2 dataset consists of

ultiple changes in time and morphology of QT interval and in sig-

al quality. To compare the performance of the iterative approach
 a total of 30 recordings. Lower QTV values refer to a more accurate measurement.

to the standard 2DSW algorithm, we used the ratio of euclidean
distance d(2n) after the final adaption between i2DSW and 2DSW

d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW = −

[
d(2n)
i2DSW

d(2n)
2DSW

− 1

]
. (18)

The 2DSW results for this dataset were based on the version of our
algorithm described in [3], but with P-Q extension (see Section 4.2).
Therewith, we can apply the same templates to obtain comparable
results. No beat rejection has been applied.

Statistical analysis have been performed with IBM SPSS 25.
Means of populations have been compared with t-test and analysis
of variance (ANOVA) [26].

5. Results

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained by applying i2DSW to the Sim
dataset in comparison to the results presented in [19,3]. i2DSW
outperforms the other methods in the categories white Gaussian
noise (65% improved compared to 2DSW) and baseline wander
(53% improved compared to 2DSW) calculated over all T amplitude
acquisition ranges. In the category of amplitude modulation, i2DSW
yields higher variations than other algorithms. Taken together, over
all noise types and T wave amplitude acquisition ranges, i2DSW
improves the results compared to 2DSW by 26% (i2DSW: 0.84 ms;
2DSW: 1.13 ms;  template shift: 1.47 ms;  template stretch: 4.06 ms;
conventional: 3.61 ms). The final adaption over all categories has
been improved by more than 60% to d(2n)

i2DSW = 0.22 �V/sample

(d(2n)
2DSW = 0.56 �V/sample). The maximum iteration cycles are on

average 1.0 for white Gaussian noise, 4.0 for baseline wander and
3.7 for amplitude modulation.

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained by applying i2DSW to PTB
dataset. Beat rejection excluded 0.1% of the beats in healthy subjects
and 1.5% of the beats in the MI  group. i2DSW results are com-
pared to previous 2DSW results [3] and the results of Hasan et al.
[22]. All algorithms show highly significant differences (p < 0.0001)
between the healthy and the MI  group (pairwise testing using
Student’s t-test). A two-way ANOVA (factors: algorithm and pop-
ulation) revealed a significant difference (p < 0.001) for the factor
population. Qualitatively, i2DSW measures slightly higher QTV

than 2DSW.

Fig. 7 shows the ratio between the euclidean distance
d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW of i2DSW and 2DSW in relation to the change of heart

rate to the template heart rate (�HR) for the TQT#2 dataset. We



                                            

Fig. 6. QTV results obtained with the i2DSW algorithm in comparison to the original
2DSW algorithm [3] and the template stretching method [22] for MI  patients and
healthy controls (PTB dataset).

Fig. 7. Ratio of the euclidean distances between template and waveform of i2DSW
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4.3). These conditions are not parameterized by systematic criteria,
nd 2DSW over the change of heart rate to the template heart rate (�HR) for the
QT#2 dataset. The error bars show the normalized number of beats for each �HR.

onsidered only levels of �HR that occur in more than 50,000
eats to minimize the influence of outliers (no beat rejection
as applied). The curve characteristic shows major improvement

or i2DSW (overall d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW = 0.27, up to d(2n)

i2DSW:2DSW = 0.33)

or negative �HR and minor improvement (overall d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW =

.12, up to d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW = −0.02) for positive �HR compared to

DSW. The turning point between positive and negative improve-
ent is between �HR = 26 bpm and �HR = 27 bpm. Overall, the

daptability of i2DSW is higher (d(2n)
i2DSW:2DSW = 0.19).

. Discussion

In this article we presented a novel algorithmic realization of
he 2DSW technique with the objective of improving 1D signal
daptation. i2DSW uses an iterative approach to adapt large shape
ariations more precisely. By avoiding a fixed warping grid segmen-
ation, the template is more flexible and matches subtle variations
f shape better than the original realization. Moreover, the template
egmentation is independent from signal morphology. Simulation
tudies showed higher robustness of i2DSW in the presence of
ypical ECG artefacts. Comparison of short-term ECG recorded in
ormal subjects versus patients with myocardial infarction (MI)

onfirmed increased QTV in MI  patients. Long-term ECG results
howed improved signal adaptation of i2DSW.
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6.1. QT evaluation

Test results of Sim dataset show more than 26% improvement
in QTV assessment by i2DSW compared to 2DSW. Especially in the
case of white Gaussian noise, i2DSW yields the best results. The
reason for this improvement is mainly due to the iterative termi-
nation. Thus, i2DSW can segment the template in a more adaptive
way in respect to the distance d(2n) between template and wave-
form. In case of amplitude modulation, i2DSW scores slightly higher
QTV for some T amplitude acquisition ranges compared to the most
other methods. For this case i2DSW reaches the maximum itera-
tion cycles, so the template adaptation is in the most adaptive level
of the algorithm. Higher variations, including QT variations, can be
possible in a higher degree of adaptation.

The observation of higher QTV in patients with MI  [22] could
be confirmed by i2DSW in PTB dataset. Similar beat rejection cri-
teria and rejection rates of 2DSW and i2DSW attest to similar final
template-to-waveform distance d(2n). Nevertheless, i2DSW mea-
sures higher QTV in both groups (healthy and MI). As there is no
QTV gold standard available for this dataset, evaluation of abso-
lute QTV values is not feasible. Therefore, relative group differences
are more meaningful and have been evaluated (p < 0.0001, using
Student’s t-test).

6.2. Template adaptation

One of the main objectives of the i2DSW algorithm was to
improve adaptation in case of large morphological variations. With
the generalized iterative design, i2DSW achieved an improvement
of more than 60% in the final adaptation in simulated ECG data
Sim and 19% in real ECG data TQT#2 with circadian variations.
Nevertheless, i2DSW could not improve the results in all cases.
With decreasing waveform length (�HR ≥ 26 bpm in TQT#2) there
was a lower adaptivity observed. With respect to QTV assessment,
however, it should be noted that a lower (means better) template-
to-waveform distance is not a direct measure for more precise
QTV assessment. The i2DSW deforming process may  differ from
ECG waveform morphology variations caused by myocardial cell
potentials. Still, the robustness to artificial noise on the one hand
and the more flexible adaptation on the other hand showed great
advantages of the improved design of i2DSW. Future studies should
focus on applying i2DSW to other quasi-periodic signals to test the
generalized capabilities of the proposed method.

6.3. Parameterization

To parameterize i2DSW for the application to other types of
signals, the initialization of the warping grid and its iteration pro-
cess are adjustable. The initial number of warping areas ṄA and the
maximum number of iterations itermax define the highest grade of
template deforming. To adjust the process of adaptation, different
conditions can abort the iteration cycle.

For the application of i2DSW to QTV assessment, parameters
are based on the maximum grade of template deforming of 2DSW
[11]. To achieve at least the maximum number of warping areas N̄A
and the maximum number of warping points N̄P of i2DSW, itermax

was determined as itermax = 4 (i2DSW: N̄A = 64, N̄P = 91; 2DSW:
NA = 28, NP = 40; illustrated in Fig. 8). To avoid overadaptation by
allowing a more subtle grid segmentation than 2DSW, combined
conditions of absolute changes �d(2n) and relative changes �d(2n)

are considered for early iteration cycle termination (see Section
but based on other parameters in the QTV processing framework,
e.g. �d(2n) is oriented at the beat rejection criterion (see Section 4.5)
of a mean T wave amplitude of healthy subjects citeschmidt t 2016
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d(2n) � 30 �V/sample). The results demonstrate a more subtle
emplate adaptation (TQT#2) of i2DSW compared to 2DSW. Nev-
rtheless, i2DSW is more robust to noise (Sim) and can measure
ell-known differences between patient groups of clinical inter-

st (PTB). Taken together, the chosen parameterization seems to
e suitable for the application of QTV.

. Conclusion

The iterative two-dimensional warping approach introduced
n this paper is able to detect subtle changes in noisy ECG sig-
als and outperforms established algorithms. We demonstrated

ts performance in ECG processing by measuring beat-to-beat QT
nterval variability in simulated and clinical data. The generalized
esign of i2DSW, i.e. overcoming the need for signal dependent pre-
egmentation as it was needed previously, might also be powerful
hen applied to other quasi-periodic signals [27,28].
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